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Everything our Group does is aimed at building a more 
prosperous world, from the products and services we offer, to 
the ways we support our people and the communities where 
we operate. 

The industry we work in, and wider society, is undergoing 
a huge amount of change. This brings opportunities as well 
as challenges, and we’re committed to playing a big part 
in leading the way – through innovation, improvement and 
making our contribution to the communities where we do 
business. These are important principles for our business, and 
inform every action we take.

About Standard Life

Our approach to sustainability is made up of five themes: our 
customers and clients, our community, our people, operating 
responsibly and our environment.  These are based on what 
our stakeholders tell us is important to them and how those 
things fit with our principles. In this report we’ll cover how our 
approach has influenced some of the key business decisions 
we made in 2014. 

How we do it

About this year’s report
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Over the last year we’ve made great progress in the work we do across each of our 
five themes. We’ve improved what we do to understand our customers’ and clients’ 
needs. We’ve worked to advance ambitions and employment prospects for people in 
our communities, so they can save more confidently for the future. We’ve reinforced 
our commitment to managing the risks and opportunities facing our business. And 
we’ve led by example when it comes to responsible investment.

We’re delighted to have maintained our strong position against the external 
benchmarks that assess our sustainability – FTSE4Good and the Dow Jones 
Sustainability Indices.

In 2014 we’ve also been developing new measures to track how we’re performing 
against our objectives. And we’ve begun to introduce these into our external 
reporting through our key performance indicators (KPIs). You’ll see our KPIs 
highlighted throughout this report.

Wherever you see this orange icon it indicates the measure is a KPI. Our 
KPIs are assured by independent experts – PwC – to provide rigour and 
validation for the sustainability work that we do.

KPI

You can view the KPI definitions document here

http://www.standardlife.com/static/docs/2015/sustainability-kpi-2015.pdf
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Our 
customers

Operating 
responsibly

Our 
community

Our people
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Listening to our audiences
Feedback is the best way we 
can understand and learn 
what’s most important to the 
people who have a stake in 
our business. We have many 
different types of audience: 
customers, shareholders, 
employees and charities to 
name a few.

In 2014 we carried out a 
structured programme to 
gather feedback and opinions 
from 14 different stakeholder 
groups, so that we could 
understand what is important 
to them. This feedback, along 
with our business strategy and 
commercial objectives, helped 
us shape clear priorities for 
our company. 

Our sustainability priorities play a big part in helping us achieve our 
ambition to build a more prosperous world. Based on the feedback from 
our stakeholders and our business strategy, we are currently working 
towards these objectives:
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•	 Our customers and clients - Offering 
products and services built around our 
customers’ and clients’ current needs 
and future ambitions, with pricing that 
is fair and transparent, while building 
meaningful relationships for the long 
term

•	 Our community - Projects and 
initiatives that help people into real 
jobs that pay a living wage and allow 
them to save for the future

•	 Our people - Supporting our people 
to reach their ambitions, regardless 
of gender, age, disability, sexual 
orientation, race or religion – and 
engaging them to help us deliver our 
customers’ and clients’ ambitions

•	 Our environment - Reducing our 
environmental impact and encouraging 
others to do the same. Making the link 
to reduced environmental impact and 
savings

•	 Operating responsibly - Doing the 
right thing in terms of how we run 
our business and how we positively 
influence others
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Getting closer to customers and clients
Across our Group we take a robust, insight-driven approach 
to help us develop products and services aimed at helping 
customers and clients realise their financial ambitions. We 
want to capture insights on real-life financial issues around 
the world, such as who customers and clients feel they’re 
responsible for, what they worry about, and what the 
important things are in their lives. During 2014, an 

average of 5,000 
customer surveys 
were completed 
every month in 
the UK, over the 

telephone or online

Focus groups with 
customers in Ireland 

have given our people 
a clearer picture of how 

our customers feel about 
our company, and of the 
impact we can have on 

their lives
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We want to help 
anyone who saves 

or invests with us to 
fulfil their financial 

ambitions 

Our customers and clients range from pension funds 
and institutions who are looking to balance their need 
to meet future liabilities with the best performance 
return possible, to young savers being enrolled for 
the first time in a workplace pension scheme.

By better understanding all of their diverse needs, 
we can develop services that are relevant and 
engaging. We also share research findings with our 
people, helping them to shape our propositions and to 
understand the part that they play.

Insight and innovation to support 
clients worldwide

The knowledge we build up through insight and relationships 
helps to tell us what is most important to our clients. In 2014, 
Standard Life Investments’ annual client survey provided insight 
from around 750 clients globally. This included 40 face-to-face 
and telephone interviews to find out how they feel about the 
services we provide. We also use studies by academics and 
research institutions we have established relationships with, to 
find out more about attitudes and trends among customers and 
clients.

The insight we gather helps us make sure we have the right 
solutions and capabilities to meet our clients’ diverse needs – at 
the same time as supporting our global growth ambitions. As of 
the end of 2014, this kind of insight played a big part in Standard 
Life Investments launching 14 new products and opening seven 
new international offices – helping to serve clients in 41 countries 
across five continents. Standard Life Investments now operates 
out of 17 countries worldwide, and we plan to open more offices 
in 2015.

We’re now one of 
Nunwood’s ‘Top 100 UK 
companies for Customer 
Experience’

Standard Life Investments 
won the ‘Large 
Investment Group’ award 
at the Investment Adviser 
100 Club Awards, for the 
second consecutive year 

We won ‘Best for adviser 
support / customer 
service’ and ‘Best online 
proposition’ for Asia at 
International Adviser 
magazine’s International 
Life Awards
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Creating a meaningful customer experience
The rich insight we gather helps us to make improvements to our service – particularly what we 
provide for them online. We saw a number of examples of improvements during 2014:

•	 We redeveloped our UK retail website – www.standardlife.co.uk - with each stage of 
development based on customer feedback

•	 Clients can access some of our services via apps on mobile devices – and we launched new 
apps to help customers in Hong Kong manage their money on the go

•	 UK customers can apply for an ISA in less than five minutes, buy a pension or consolidate 
existing pension plans online

Supporting businesses to help their people save for the future 

To date, we’ve successfully auto-enrolled over 500,000 
UK employees across all pension schemes. To help make it 
easier for companies to set up pension schemes and keep 
up with growing demand, we’ve been working to find ways 
that can help them do this more quickly and efficiently. 

Our Good to Go proposition, for example, aims to help take 
the burden from smaller companies by letting them set up 
fully compliant workplace pension schemes online in just 
six minutes. Our work on Good to Go led to us winning Auto 
enrolment Innovation of the Year at the 2014 UK Pensions 
Awards, for the second year in a row. We also announced a 
new partnership with Barclays to help smaller UK companies 
set up their pensions auto-enrolment processes. 
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Building relationships to support our customers
Our relationships with our customers extend to more than simply helping 
with financial matters. In Ireland we launched The New You, a guide to help 
customers approaching retirement, plan for the next phase of their lives. 
It includes hints and tips on staying healthy, happy and financing life after 
retirement.

It’s important we also maintain strong relationships with independent financial 
advisers (IFAs) to make sure we work together effectively to keep giving 
customers what they need. Recent changes to life insurance legislation in 
Germany to restructure commission charges, for example, bring challenges 
for both insurance companies and IFAs. To help IFAs prepare, we launched 
Campus Tage (Campus Days) in Germany. This was a series of three two-day 
events in Frankfurt, bringing together IFAs, journalists and external consultants 
from across Germany and Austria. The events gave people the chance to share 
knowledge and views on the legislation and market trends, and find out about 
new products we’ve developed to meet the legislation’s requirements. 

to gain insight 
into our thought 

leadership and for 
us to gain a better 

understanding of the 
challenges facing our 

clients

Business focused 
global events were  
attended by almost 

 5000 
Standard Life Investments 

clients and prospective 
clients
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Our stakeholders tell us that it’s important for our Group to 
make sure we are transparent about our approach to pricing. 
It’s an area that we continually consider, look to innovate 
in, and make improvements where needed. We also look to 
build relationships with regulators in the places where we do 
business, so that we can work collectively towards building a 
more prosperous world for our customers.

Our Wrap platform 
won ‘Platform of 

the Year 2014’ at the 
prestigious Aberdeen 
UK Platform Awards

Our customers
and clients
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In response to a combination of insight we gathered from advisers and clients in Ireland, we also improved our approach to pricing for many of 
our products. These improvements have provided advisers with greater clarity on our pricing across a range of products, and allow them to create 
tailored solutions for their customers, as well as providing more competitive terms. 

Our Pricing

In a number of instances during 2014 we displayed our commitment and ability to adapt 
to regulatory change. In April, our Wrap platform became the UK’s first fully unbundled 
major adviser platform for both existing and new business. This means that all new 
platform business is done using clean (or unbundled) funds where no commission or cash 
rebates are paid to fund groups or advisers and charges are clearly disclosed. 

By doing this, we met the new platform regulations that the Financial Conduct Authority 
(FCA) has put in place, two years early. We felt working to this early deadline would 
greatly help IFAs so they can get on with running successful, sustainable and profitable 
advice businesses. 

As part of a voluntary agreement between Association of 
British Insurers (ABI) members to improve the disclosure of 
charges, our UK company pension customers can see what 
charges apply to their pension when they join. We also 
show a clear ‘pounds and pence’ value of their pension fund 
charges on their annual statements.
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Supporting our UK customers through legislation changes 
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The UK Budget announced in March 2014 included significant changes 
to pensions, savings, and how people take an income when they 
retire. There was an immediate impact on our customers in the UK, 
so we acted responsibly to help them understand and take action 
where needed. 

We ran an education and engagement campaign with our 
customers to help them understand and plan for their future 
goals following some big changes to pensions and savings 
regulations.

One of the risks we believe exists that could increase 
once the pension changes come into effect is a 
possible rise in pensions fraud. We’ve been raising 
awareness of this issue in order to help make our 
customers and wider society more aware of what 
to look out for.

We have a wide range of customers and clients. 
Whatever their needs, we aim to make sure that 
they have the information they need to help 
improve their financial outlook.

Our communication

We extended our 
cancellation period for 

people who had recently 
bought an annuity with us 

– so anyone who bought 
an annuity up to 35 days 
before Budget day could 

cancel

We set up an 
outbound calling 
team to contact

customers 
affected about 
their options

Dedicated customer 
blogs which together 
have had over 24,000 

views 
We produced 13 
Budget articles 
for advisers on 

adviserzone.com 
covering technical tax 

and pension topics, 
which together have 

had over 52,000 
views 

We ran 
post-Budget 
webinars for 

corporate business 
consultants and 

our top 250 
employers
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6156
Customer 

complaints KPI
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To clearly understand how 
our customers feel about 
their experiences with us, 
we use Net Promoter Score 
(NPS).  A measure to tell us 
how likely people would be to 
recommend us.

How are we doing
We measure our progress in a 
number of ways, for example 
by monitoring customer 
complaints and their causes, 
which gives us a clear idea of 
what we can do to put things 
right.  

This is 16 
complaints per 

10,000 active 
customers

94% of clients 
rate Standard Life 
Investments as a firm 
to be trusted

Net 
Promoter 
Score of

40 KPI

This is 6 
points higher 

than the 
average score 
for our sector
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Our community
Meaningful jobs that pay enough to cover the cost of 
living make a huge contribution to allowing people to 
save for the future – and to improving society. This is 
why employability is the main focus of the community 
work we do in all the areas where our Group has a 
presence.

A big part of our employability strategy is funding 
structured interventions at different points in 
people’s lives. The first step in our intervention plan 
is developing how we improve youth employment and 
we continued to make significant progress in 2014.

Our focus

In our 2013 report, we covered our success with our Edinburgh Guarantee school leaver 
programme. In 2014, a further 39 young people started on our scheme, and 30 of these 
secured ongoing employment with us beyond the six-month placement.  This brings the total 
to 93 young people who have been provided with a placement on our scheme.  The Edinburgh 
Guarantee has helped the number of unemployed school leavers in Edinburgh drop by 57% 
since its inception.  We are proud to have played a part in this positive change.

Following the success we’ve seen in Edinburgh, we’re concentrating on using the principles 
of this scheme to expand the concept right across the UK and Ireland. We worked with the 
Prince’s Trust in London to place two young people in our offices there, and one young person 
in our Glasgow office. Standard Life Investments offered 12 months paid employment to eight 
young people as part of their Investment 2020 Trainee Programme.We placed three young 
people through our 12-month paid Modern Apprenticeship scheme, giving them a broad insight 
into Standard Life’s IT operations. We also supported Leonard Cheshire Disability’s ‘Change 100’ 
scheme, offering a graduate with a disability a paid internship.

Our youth employment programmes

We aim to understand the cost of living – and what it means 
for employers to help people meet this – in all the places that 
we operate around the world. As we are headquartered in 
the UK, this is where we have started this work. In 2014 we 
received our accreditation as a UK Living Wage employer. All 
employees, interns, temporary workers and on-site contractors 
who work in our UK offices get at least the UK Living Wage. 
This commitment reflects our belief that employment which 
pays enough to enable saving for the future helps build a 
more prosperous society. Our work in this area during the year 
was recognised by making the shortlist for the Living Wage 
Champion award, run by the Living Wage Foundation.

A living wage
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We believe everyone should 
have a fair opportunity to 
advance their ambitions, 
regardless of background

We also invited businesses, 
charities and politicians to a 
breakfast discussion session 
during Living Wage week. 
The aim was to talk through 
the benefits and potential 
challenges for businesses that 
want to become Living Wage 
employers and how they can 
help improve the communities 
around them.

53
people 

employed 
through 

employability 
programmes

KPI

Each of these initiatives has improved the number of employees 
we have in the UK under the age of 25 – from 0.5% of our 
employees in 2010 to 5.4% in 2014 - helping us to widen the 
diversity and perspectives we have among our people.
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We’ve gained valuable knowledge from our work on employability. To help society make progress 
in this area, we promote its importance by sharing this knowledge with people in our wider 
communities. We’ve engaged with various members of the UK, Scottish and European parliaments on 
how we can tackle employment issues together. We contributed to the report by the Commission for 
Developing Scotland’s Young Workforce, which provides recommendations to improve young people’s 
transition into employment. And our senior leaders have spoken at events promoting awareness of 
issues in this area, for example, at The Prince’s Trust employability conference.

Spreading the word

For people serving in the Armed Forces, there can be particular challenges to face when 
pursuing further career ambitions. Our employability work places a lot of importance on our 
support for ex-services personnel and reservists in our business. This includes a network we’ve 
established to help them support each other in making the transition to working with us – in turn 
helping us to understand and manage any challenges they face in growing their careers. We also 
give reservists paid leave for training.

In recognition of our commitment to supporting Armed Forces personnel during 2014, 
particularly reservists, we received a Silver Award from the Ministry of Defence Employer 
Recognition Scheme. Companies are nominated by other organisations that they work with. The 
scheme builds on the UK Armed Forces Corporate Covenant – an initiative we’ve also signed up 
to, supporting serving members of the Armed Forces, and their families, in the workplace. 

Supporting people in the Armed Forces
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We received a Silver Award from 
the Ministry of Defence Employer 
Recognition Scheme

We’re one 
of 12 social 
mobility 
champions 
appointed 
by the UK 
Government 

We made a donation to 
the Bombay Scottish 
Orphanage Society in India 
to help improve the teaching 
facilities at the two schools 
that the Society runs

£57,500
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The charities we work with told us that they value ongoing 
relationships where we work to a common purpose. In 2014 we 
realigned our charity partnerships to focus on employability 
and ensuring we are helping people to further their ambitions. 
The shortlist of charities – where each charity has a clear focus 
on employment issues – was put to an employee vote. The 
chosen partners that won the vote were:

•	 In the UK - Scope and Capability Scotland

•	 In Germany - Giovane Élber Foundation

•	 In Ireland - Barnardos Ireland

•	 In USA  – Let’s Get Ready

•	 In Hong Kong - Hong Kong Society for the Protection of 
Children

We work to build relationships with our charity partners to 
provide vital funds. And as it’s our people who choose our 
charity partners, it’s also about providing opportunities for our 
people to help the causes that they care about.

Working with our charity partners

Our  
partnerships The Standard Life Charitable Trust (SLCT) is an independent charity, supported by our business, which aims 

to help people make positive changes in their lives. 

The SLCT worked with the Prince’s Trust to support young people into employment in small and medium 
businesses in London. Over the last year, 27 young people took part, getting placements in 27 local 
businesses. The young people are given 12-month contracts with the first six months subsidised by SLCT 
funding. And everyone is paid at least the UK Living Wage. 

In 2014, the SLCT agreed to continue funding a programme called ‘Working It Out’ which was originally 
set up with funding from a share dividend scheme called Scrip, in partnership with a UK charity called 
Tomorrow’s People. The programme aims to help find jobs for young people, often from disadvantaged or 
isolated backgrounds, who aren’t already in employment, education or training. This voluntary initiative 
has helped 47 young people gain practical work experience through community challenges, develop skills 
such as CV writing and interviewing for jobs, and work towards relevant qualifications. The funding that 
SLCT will provide will enable Tomorrow’s People to continue their work in two more UK cities – Bristol and 
Glasgow – as well as their ongoing work in Maidstone. SLCT also committed funding to SkillForce for the 
Junior Prince’s Award, a new UK-wide programme that employs veterans and supports young people to 
raise attainment during the transition from primary to secondary school.

The Standard Life Charitable Trust
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KPI

How we invest the assets entrusted to us can also have 
a major positive impact, especially where we balance 
opportunities to achieve the right returns for our clients with 
projects that directly benefit communities. For example, this 
year Standard Life Investments invested £80 million with Town 
& Country Housing Group. The funding, which is over 31 years, 
will support the housing group’s growth plans and enable 
them to continue to invest in communities in their heartland 
of Kent and East Sussex.  Part of the funding will be used to 
refinance a bank facility, with the remainder used to develop 
600 new affordable homes over the next 2-3 years.

Infrastructure investment

£156,080

raised by 
our people 
for charity
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We have continued to support volunteering opportunities for our people. Providing skills 
and knowledge is as valuable as cash for a wide range of charities and good causes. It’s 
also a great chance for our people to gain from new experiences that can help them grow 
their careers.

During the year, our people offered their 
support in a variety of ways:

We have a long and proud history of supporting our employees to contribute to their local 
communities. To support the excellent voluntary and charity work that our employees do, 
we launched a new raise and match fundraising scheme in May 2014. This is in addition to 
the fundraising done for our charity partners.

Appropriate fundraising is matched by the company, up to a maximum of £250 (or local 
equivalent) per person per year. The take-up among our people has been excellent, with 
over £100,000 raised by them through this scheme.

We encourage our people to take two paid days a year for 
volunteering work. It’s designed to let our people make their own 
choices to support good causes that are important to them.

Four secondments to the Prince’s Trust, helping with their Team Programme. 
They recruited, managed, supported and developed a team of up to 15 young 
people (aged 16-25). Each secondment lasted 16 weeks and the secondee 
worked full time with The Prince’s Trust at their base in Edinburgh.

We’ve supported charitable initiatives that link schools and colleges with 
employers to help prepare young people for working life. These involve a 
number of our senior people committing to mentoring school pupils, and a 
commitment from us to provide paid internships ahead of their final year at 
secondary school.

We’ve also taken part in programmes where groups of our people (managers, 
modern apprentices and trainees) speak at local schools about the world of work 
– specifically what it means to learn in the workplace while earning. 
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Supporting the work our people do

Volunteering in local communities

Inspiration Awards

We held our first Inspiration Awards in June 2014 to recognise the exceptional 
work our people do across the company and in their local communities. At 
the event we announced our overall winners and runners-up across four main 
categories: fundraising, community champion, personal inspiration and inspiration 
in business.  We also presented two additional awards on the night to people 
who had done excellent work in the areas of diversity and inclusion.

Our people in Standard Life Investments organised a Daffodil Ball 
to support Marie Curie Hospice. They raised over £145,000.
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When companies are clear about their purpose, it can create a strong 
connection with their people and really inspire what they do at work. We 
wanted our people to help us shape how we articulate this so we asked for 
their thoughts on what our company stands for, and what’s important to 
them personally. 

Working with a shared purpose

Engaging our people

We need our people to be 
motivated and engaged with 
what we do. It means taking 
an inclusive approach and 
giving them real opportunities 
to succeed. To help make sure that everything we do is a direct outcome of this 

purpose, we created Our Story. This is a set of principles that define for our 
people what our purpose means to how we run our business. Our senior 
leaders and managers spent time discussing Our Story with their teams, 
to make sure everyone understood its importance to their roles, and the 
difference we can make to our customers’ lives and society.

Since carrying out a review of our working hours 
policy in 2013, we’ve done a lot to improve how its 
principles look in practice. These include encouraging 
fewer work communications outside core hours, 
increased resources in areas where demand is 
particularly high, and honest and open conversations 
about how we work. Our senior leaders, including 
our chief executive, have also written blog pieces for 
our employees to highlight the importance of a good 
work-life balance.

Reviewing our working time

In 2014 we announced a proposal to introduce a consistent type of pension scheme for all of our 
UK people. The proposal was to stop the defined benefit pension scheme that around half of our 
UK employees are part of and introduce a single defined contribution scheme instead. The aim 
was to ensure we offer our employees an attractive, sustainable and consistent way of helping 
them achieve their retirement ambitions via a pension.

We understood that this would mean a big change for many of our people. That’s why we 
engaged in a consultation period with our company’s employee associations, who represented 
the views of those affected. To help us fully understand all of their issues, we extended the 
consultation beyond the minimum 60 days required by law. We’ve also worked to provide our 
people with everything they need to understand what the proposals mean for them, and to 
answer the questions they have. This includes a dedicated website, information on how their 
future savings would look, regular consultation updates and sessions to explain the proposals in 
more detail.

In December we announced the final outcome. There were several enhancements made to the 
approved changes – all as a result of the consultation – which included enhanced terms for the 
new defined contribution pension and reduced pension scheme charges.

Managing organisational changes
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Over 4,500  
employees took part 

in sessions to talk 
about this, giving us 
270,000 individual 
words and 29,000 

phrases to work with
Succession planning
It’s important we have a process to make sure we always have the strength and depth of talent 
we need. Our process for succession planning covers this, and concentrates on two main areas: 

•	 succession to critical roles – which includes all Group-wide senior leadership or executive 
roles

•	 contingency cover to deal with identified risks 

In 2014, we made a number of changes to our organisational structure to help us deliver our 
strategy and growth plans. We updated our succession plans before this in early 2014, and 
through the organisational changes we demonstrated that succession cover is improving over 
time. We are now filling around 60% of our senior positions internally. In each business unit 
we’ve also appointed someone responsible for talent development, to help us keep developing 
the leadership and other critical talent we need for the future.

We’ve reviewed our policy for our people who have responsibilities to care for dependents, now providing up to five 
days paid leave for planned additional time off. We know there are also times where people can’t always plan ahead 
for what their responsibilities will involve. Our policy provides time off to deal with emergency situations, such as 
alternative childcare arrangements when plans are disrupted, or looking after a family member who becomes unwell.
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Skills and development

Through the feedback we receive from our stakeholders and the results of our employee surveys, we can 
identify the areas that matter most for supporting our people and where we can improve. A particular area 
of importance is in helping to grow their careers and give them the tools they need to perform as well as 
they can.

Technology plays a big part in this. Following the results of our 2012 employee survey, we set up a number 
of projects to improve the tools and systems our people need to do their jobs in a global business. As part 
of our ongoing Digital Workplace programme, we identified steps that everyone can take to work more 
collaboratively, save time and reduce email. These can be as simple as holding more online meetings. 
We have provided new technology to help this happen, which includes video calling and instant online 
messaging facilities.

In 2014 we simplified our job profiles to make it easier for people to understand the skills required for all of 
our roles. The purpose behind this was to help our people grow in their roles and careers. It makes it easier 
for them to identify the attributes that can help them be really effective in their current roles, or apply 
successfully for a new position. And through the technology and systems we have, we’ve provided career 
development tools that help people set career goals and explore new opportunities more effectively.
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Standard Life Investments USA named in Pension & Investments’ 
list of Best Places to Work in Money Management 2014

of people 
answered 

favourably to 
the impact of 
technology 

question

51%

InterAction employee 
survey results

engagement 
score of 

65%

enablement 
score of 

64%

KPI

Our regular employee survey gives our people the chance to tell us 
what it’s like to work for our company. It helps us understand not 
just how engaged and motivated they feel, but also how enabled and 
supported they feel in doing their jobs. In 2014 we received our most 
positive results so far: 

Getting our people’s views

There’s 
growing 
trust and 

confidence in 
leaders

Our people 
feel 

empowered 
in their roles

87% of our people thought that we 
are moving in the right direction

Our people enjoy work, the 
relationships with their 
teams and managers

KPI

Higher than 
the financial

services norm
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Attracting a diverse talent base
We’ve been working to help the recruitment companies that we 
use understand our talent requirements. It means more than 
simply helping us find people with the right technical skills. 
It’s also about having people with consistent values but from a 
diversity of backgrounds – gender, age and ethnicity – that gives 
us a wide range of talents and insight.  And to help retain our 
talent and support diversity, we’ve developed family friendly 
employment policies to enable a flexible work-life balance for 
parents, or people with carer’s responsibilities. 

An inclusive culture at work
An inclusive culture brings us a 
balance of skills, knowledge and 
experience

Developing and retaining our talent

Supporting people at different points in their careers is an important part of having the talent to support our 
business growth. We run three programmes to develop people who show the talent and potential to lead our 
business into the future:

•	 Our programme to recruit and develop university graduates

•	 Emerging Leaders Development Support (ELDS), which helps develop high potential leaders who are at an 
early stage of their career

•	 Accelerated Development Support (ADS) for people approaching senior leadership roles. 

We provide support for these roles, and in 2014 we began a series of events, supported by two of our current 
female board members, to help them prepare. Through the events we help people consider the challenges of 
being a board member, what type of role fits their personal development goals and how they can add real value 
to the organisation. We’re continuing these events in 2015.

Our ELDS and ADS programmes contain a diverse mix of 
candidates from right across our Group. 

As part of the development plans for the people in these 
programmes, we encourage them to take up non-executive 
directorships or trustee roles in external organisations. This 
helps them develop  their leadership skills, knowledge of 
strategy and their personal network. It also makes a valuable 
contribution to wider society as they use their skills and 
experience to help others, and in return they gain valuable 
experience in sectors outside financial services. 

of our executive leaders, including five 
of our most senior women, now hold 
non-executive directorships or trustee 
roles in a variety of organisations across 
the public, voluntary and private sectors.

57%

23%
women

10

3

Our board is 
currently

men

women
of our people say that 
Standard Life understands 
and appreciates differences 
among them

80%

In our latest employee 
survey results, 
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33.3%

women 
within 

the talent 
pipeline

KPI

While gender diversity is improving within 
our talent programmes - 49% of all those who 
joined the programmes in 2014 are female - we 
still have some work to do to improve female 
representation at senior levels. Helping more 
females progress from our talent programmes 
to senior roles remains a strong focus for us.
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Raising awareness
We make sure all of our people understand the importance of diversity to their roles and our business. We do 
this by asking our people to take part in mandatory online training, raising awareness of some of the key issues 
relating to diversity at work. We also ask our people to enter details in our online people management system 
about their marital status, sexual orientation, ethnicity, religion or belief and disability. This is entirely voluntary 
and helps us build a better picture about who works for us, to make sure we’re giving everyone an equal chance 
of achieving their potential.

For the diverse areas of society that our people represent, we have several networks to help support them in 
reaching their goals. 

Our Women’s Development network promotes 
personal and professional development through 
events, networking and mentoring, and is open 
to any employee to join. It’s also part of a wider 
network of similar groups from outside of our 
company that share knowledge and experiences 
with each other.

Our LGBT network provides a forum for our 
employees to raise awareness and share 
perspectives on lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender issues. 

It’s contributed to our rise of 127 places, to 
224th, in the annual workplace equality index 
compiled by Stonewall. This is an organisation 
that promotes equality for lesbians, gay men 
and bisexual people.

Our Armed Services support network offers 
guidance and employment advice for ex-service 
people and reservists in and outside of Standard 
Life.

We are part of a network of HR and diversity 
professionals from across the UK who meet and 
discuss diversity among company leaders.

Through our 
graduate 

recruitment 
programme in 2014, 

we recruited 47 
graduates from 

UK, Hong Kong and 
Canada45% of our new 

graduate recruits 
were female and 
55% were male 
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In 2014 we were included 
for the first time among the 
top 100 intern employers 
on RateMyPlacement, the 
UK’s leading website for 
undergraduates searching for 
work experience

We were placed 59th, and we 
received strong feedback for 
the level of responsibility, 
development opportunities 
and support network we offer

This follows winning the site’s 
‘Best medium sized intern 
employer’ award in 2013
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To manage our environmental impact effectively we need to look at where our 
biggest impacts are and make reducing these our priority. Our efforts to improve 
our impact on the environment cover four main priorities 

As a financial services business, our environmental impact isn’t as 
significant as many companies in other industries. But we still work to 
improve where we can. We also want to help people be aware that by 
reducing their impact they could save money.

Gas

Electricity

Flights

Transmission and Distribution

What our impact looks like
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Although electricity and gas make up our biggest energy 
impact, we have been reducing our energy use successfully 
each year. In total we have reduced our energy use by 34% 
since 2006.
 
The biggest trend we need to address is business travel, which 
has gone up by 60% since 2006. However, during 2014, our 
people reduced the distance they travel by 25% compared to 
2013 – which is the same as 3 million miles.
 
We also focus on our paper consumption and reducing our 
waste. Because they only account for a combined 3% of 
our total GHG emissions, we don’t include this in our total 
emissions figure. However, as they are our most visible areas 
of impact, they are still very important to our people and our 
customers.
 
Our absolute GHG Emissions (measured in tonnes CO2e) 
reduced by 1001 tonnes this year in comparison to 2013. On a 
like for like basis this is a drop of 8%, when reporting on the 
same locations as in 2013. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In 2014 we acquired Ignis Asset Management and are now 
collecting energy data from their Glasgow head office. Also for 
improved transparency we are now reporting on the floors we 
occupy in our main London office and for Focus Solutions in 
Leamington Spa.

34%

53%

8%
5%

How we reduce our impact - energy
At the end of last year we replaced the cooling system in our 
head office building, which is used for air-conditioning and 
keeping communications equipment cool. We’ve seen the 
benefits of this over the course of the year with energy use 
in the building down 19% from 2013. This in turn has saved us 
around £155,000. 

Our UK offices have a large number of printers, and over the 
year we’ve been replacing them with modern, energy-efficient 
models. We expect this investment will save us £20,000 in 
energy costs over the first year. 

In December 2014, our Hong Kong office reduced their use of air 
conditioning by half an hour each day. This small but effective 
change has reduced the average kWh use by 12%. Over a year 
this saving would be enough to provide electricity for six people 
in Hong Kong.

(source: http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EG.USE.ELEC.KH.PC).

Our two most visible areas of impact:

1. The waste we produce

2. The paper we use 

Our two biggest areas of impact:

3. The emissions from the business travel we do

4. The greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from the 
energy we consume in our buildings

KPI

25,237
tonnes CO2e 

2014

Greenhouse 
Gas emissions

Our
Carbon

Footprint
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The key to this reduction has been the way we’ve engaged with our people, to raise awareness of the environmental impact 
their business travel has. During 2014 we ran our second annual Green Travel Week. It’s designed to inform and motivate our 
people to change the way they travel to reduce their environmental impact and help them live a more active lifestyle.
It was important that the way we communicated during Green Travel Week was meaningful for all of our people. For example, 
the changes people made to their travel habits equated to saving CO2e emissions that could provide a home with electricity for 
32 days. We also made Green Travel Week a ‘no fly’ week across our Group, where no air travel was permitted except where it 
was critical to our business.

We ran a number of other activities to get our people involved during the week:

In 2014 we 
outperformed 

this target, with 
a reduction of

22%

Our main environmental focus in 2014 has been on business 
travel. Our emissions from travel have been increasing since we 
started recording them in 2006. We are an international business, 
with offices across the world, so reducing emissions produced by 
business travel is a big challenge.

In 2014 we set ourselves a long-term target of making a 30% 
reduction in our emissions from travel by 2020. In order to meet 
our long-term target we need to reduce our emissions by 6% each 
year.
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One of the main messages we highlighted was how changing travel habits can help people save money. This included 
a clear focus on how looking at alternatives can help people save money against their teams’ travel budgets. We’re 
encouraging this by continuing to invest in, and highlight the benefits of, collaboration technology. It gives employees 
alternatives to travel, particularly for internal meetings. 

We developed the communications around Green Travel Week with the help of our Environmental Champions – including 
our website, videos and a competition for employees to enter. We launched the Environmental Champions programme 
in 2014. The programme has involved us appointing influencers from around our Group, helping us to communicate and 
promote among our people the approach we take to managing environmental issues.

training on 
fuel efficient 

driving

promotions 
to encourage 

taking the 
train instead 

of flying

free 
bike 

checks

talking to local 
organisations 

about 
sustainable 

travelonline 
information, 

videos, 
conversations 
and progress 

updates

How we reduce our impact - travel
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We achieved an 18% reduction in paper consumption in 2014, which beat our 
annual target by 13%. Since 2006 we’ve reduced our paper use by 65% across 
our Group. In the UK all of our paper comes from pulp that is either recycled or 
certified by the Forestry Stewardship Council ®.

We’ve made good progress in reducing the amount of waste we send to landfill. In 2014 we achieved our 
ambition of sending zero waste direct to landfill from our offices in Scotland. All of our waste from our Scottish 
offices is now either reused, recycled, anaerobically digested or taken to an energy from waste facility. Only 
the ash from the energy from waste facility (less than 1%) now goes to landfill as there are currently no local 
alternatives for this material.

Across our Group, we diverted over 95% of our waste from landfill. This incorporates all parts of our Group except 
our Hong Kong office – this is part of a shared office building where waste is not currently recorded. 

We want to be transparent and engaging about what we do to manage our environmental impact. We maintained our position 
on the FTSE 350 Climate Disclosure Leadership Index. This positions us in the top 10% of companies who disclose their impact on 
climate change. This type of data disclosure and transparency is important to our current and potential investors, as it can affect 
the investment decisions they make.

We also signed up to the Resource Efficient Scotland Pledge in May 2014, which challenges us to make our targets public. As 
one of the largest global businesses based in Scotland, we think that doing this can encourage other businesses to make this 
commitment too.

We made five pledges, and we completed three of them by December 2014 and have two remaining for 2015.

Our influence
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We are committed to environmental management in all phases 
of an asset’s life cycle – from acquisition through demolition, 
redevelopment and operational management to disposal. Our focus 
is on energy conservation, mitigating greenhouse gases (GHG) 
emissions, maximising waste recycling and water conservation.

Sustainable real estateHow we reduce our impact - paper

How we reduce our impact - waste

Reduced paper 
use by 65%

1. To divert 100% of the waste we generate at our Scottish offices from 
landfill – which we began doing in February 2014

2. To host an Environment Week for the Group – which we achieved through 
our second Green Travel Week in November 2014

3. To promote the benefits of resource efficiency among our local suppliers, 
and encourage them to sign up to the Pledge – which we did in December 
2014 through email and through our work to encourage best practice 
among suppliers (more info on p43)

Our two pledges to meet in 2015 are: 

4. To use rail for 50% of our domestic journeys rather than flying – we’re 
currently just 1% away from meeting this target

5. To educate our people on why recycling is important, with the aim of 
improving how we segregate waste for recycling.
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Our operations
We need to make sure we always have the right balance of 
expertise and the distribution capabilities to keep up with 
what our customers need. Two big changes that we made 
during 2014 to the way that our Group is made up have a big 
part to play in this.

In 2014 we announced that we would be selling our 
Canadian businesses to Manulife. The deal will help us to 
create opportunities for our business in the future – and 
to grow as a global provider of investment management 
services. As part of this deal, we agreed with Manulife that 
they will look to distribute Standard Life Investments’ funds 
into Canada, the United States and Asia. It’s also further 
strengthened our financial position, and we intend to return 
value of around £1.75bn to shareholders through the sale. 
 
For our customers in Canada, Manulife’s distribution network 
and knowledge of the Canadian market means it can make 
sure they still get the services that suit their savings needs.

Operating responsibly
To help our business do its best 
for society, and to keep it growing 
sustainably, we need to run it 
responsibly. This means always acting 
with integrity and staying alert to 
opportunities and risks that could lie 
ahead in our markets.

Keeping up with constitutional change
One of the biggest talking points in the UK in 2014 was the referendum on 
Scottish independence, a topic that generated strong feelings and opinions 
among many people. As a responsible business, and one of the largest based 
in Scotland, it was essential for us to focus on the facts and understand any 
risks that there might be.

We monitored the constitutional debate closely. Our main consideration 
was the interests of our customers, clients and shareholders, and whether 
these and our business would be put at risk by constitutional change. As a 
precautionary measure, we identified steps we would take to protect their 
interests and our competitive position if any risks arose. We also published 
statements during and after the referendum to update our stakeholders on 
our position, and we will continue to monitor the impact of constitutional 
change as legislation is developed.
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2014 also saw Standard Life Investments acquire Ignis Asset 
Management Limited from Phoenix Group plc. It provided 
an opportunity to improve the value we offer our customers 
and shareholders, and our expertise for managing their 
assets. And for the customers of Ignis there’s an advantage 
too – a global company with deeper investment capabilities 
that can meet their changing needs. 

£2.9bn

Group 
capital 

surplus of

KPI

Effective financial management 
is a cornerstone of running a 
successful global investment 
solutions business.  We endeavour 
to maintain the right level of 
capital surplus to give us the 
freedom to meet our obligations 
and be in control of our strategic 
direction, while also ensuring that 
our money is working as hard as it 
can to meet shareholder needs.
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We will incorporate ESG issues into investment analysis and decision-making processes

Using our influence across investment 
Through our responsible investment team, we evaluate the 
environmental and social policies of the companies in which we are 
(or might be) an investor. We look at their approach to things such as 
environmental responsibility, employee relations, human rights and 
international operations, and business ethics. We then engage with 
companies where we feel there’s scope to discuss any areas that might 
present a risk or opportunity when doing business.

During 2014 our responsible investment team published reports on 
environmental and social issues, for example, on human rights and 
labour relations.  The aim is to provide insight and some thought-
provoking data for investors and companies to consider, and to outline 
our approach to these issues.

Our influence Showing our support for responsible investment
Standard Life Investments supported a statement calling on governments to provide more reliable and economically meaningful charges for 
carbon emissions. It’s designed to get institutional investors more engaged with the challenge of tackling climate change, and we’re one of 
around 350 global institutional investors – representing over $24 trillion in assets – that have signed up worldwide. The statement was released 
ahead of the United Nations (UN) Climate Summit, convened by the UN Secretary-General.

We are also a signatory to the UN Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI). It’s a global network where investors can collaborate and learn 
from each other about the financial and investment implications of ESG issues, based on six main principles:

The UK Stewardship Code is a set of principles and guidance for institutional investors that outlines best practice for their 
governance and stewardship duties. As a signatory to this, Standard Life Investments is committed to responding to the 
needs of asset owners when it comes to the investments they entrust to us. We provide details of our voting at shareholder 
meetings and we make statements where we feel we need to highlight issues on behalf of our asset owners. We also publish 
a Governance & Stewardship annual review detailing our engagement and voting activities. 
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This award is 
dedicated to a 
sustainability 

leader in the fund 
management industry 
which has performed 
strongly against its 

environmental, social 
and governance (ESG) 

policies

Standard Life 
Investments was 

awarded ‘Best-in-Class’ 
for Socially Responsible 

Investment at the 
Benchmark Fund of  

the Year Awards

We will be active owners and incorporate ESG issues into our ownership policies and practices

We will seek appropriate disclosure on ESG issues by the entities in which we invest

We will work together to enhance our effectiveness in implementing the principles

We will promote acceptance and implementation of the principles within the investment industry

We will each report on our activities and progress towards implementing the principles

1

2

3

4

5

6

environmental, social and 
governance engagements

644

1633 votes at shareholders 
meetings

KPI
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An ethical approach to investment
We manage a number of ethical funds, 
where investment decisions are made 
in line with a code of ethics. Every 
year we conduct a survey of our 
investors to make sure that the ethical 
criteria measures up with the views of 
our investors. The survey reinforces 
that we should avoid companies 
that manufacture weapons, produce 
tobacco, are involved in human rights 
abuses or fail to address environmental 
issues. In our most recent survey, 
there was a focus on business ethics 
– corporate governance practices, 
anti-corruption mechanisms, company 
remuneration policies and ensuring 
that board committees oversee 
environmental, social and health and 
safety matters. 

Using our knowledge to help others
We believe we have an important role to play in using 
our influence to encourage positive change around us. 
We want to help people fulfil their ambitions through 
a positive financial future – and support them in an 
engaging way. For example, Life Outlined, our portal for 
UK customers, offers expert perspectives and articles 
on saving for the future. Our Head of Customer Affairs 
became a guest author for external publications in the UK 
and in Singapore, offering tips for new parents on family 
finance. And by running blogs and educational events 
we supported Good Money Week, a national campaign to 
raise awareness of sustainable, responsible and ethical 
finance.

We’ve used our expertise to make sure our people 
have the knowledge and confidence to take control of 
their financial future. We offer products and services 
at preferential prices for employees and their families, 
including pensions, savings, investment and protection 
products. We’ve also offered information sessions to 
educate our people on other important elements of 
planning for their future.

We’re committed to using a diverse range of suppliers 
in all the areas where we operate worldwide. We share 
our knowledge with them to encourage more sustainable 
business practices. We also ran four events in 2014 
focused on making our business more accessible for 
small-to-medium enterprises and sharing sustainability 
best practice, and the feedback we’ve received has been 
very positive.
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Environmental data 
provider Trucost 
provides an online tool 
that lets us calculate 
the carbon and 
environmental footprint 
of the companies we 
invest in. 

In January 2014 
Standard Life 
Investments used this 
tool to analyse our UK 
Ethical Equity Fund.

We were pleased to 
find that its carbon 
footprint measurement 
was more efficient 
than its benchmark by 
61% and the negative 
environmental impact 
was 54% less than the 
benchmark.

We invest 
over £1bn 
in ethical 

funds
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During 2014 we set out high-level aims for 2020. For each of our 
priority themes we are developing a number of commitments and 
implementing measures to track these commitments.  

Through our sustainability key performance indicators (KPIs) we 
began to introduce these measures into our external reporting 
during 2014. We will continue to build on these KPIs during 2015 
and beyond.

Our targets
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Direct

Influence

Indirect

Leadership

Our future ambitions

Sustainability 
leadership

Operating 
responsibly
 Reputation as 

responsible, long-
term asset owner 

and investor

Our environment
Leading the way in 
controlling cost of 

living through good 
environmental 

behaviour

Operating 
responsibly

 Industry leading in 
risk and opportunity 

management

Our community
Renowned for 
employability 

leadership

Our customers 
and clients

No 1 choice for long-
term savings and 

investments

Our people
Sector leaders in
managing talent  

and diversity
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We want to build a more prosperous world by helping people across society to plan, 
save and invest with confidence for their future.  For us, being sustainable means 
more than just being a responsible business and acting with integrity.  It means 
identifying areas where we believe we can innovate and take a lead for the benefit of 
all those who rely on us to do the right thing. 

For example, how can we develop our support for a living wage in other countries 
around the world, building on our leading UK position? How can we improve links to 
employment, and then on to saving, to make it easier and more accessible so many 
more people are included? How can we use our influence as an asset owner and 
investor to encourage the right behaviours and outcomes for society?

This report and our key measures show we’ve made good progress on our priorities in 
2014, and we’re pleased to be making a positive difference to so many people’s lives.  

For some time sustainability has been overseen by a Corporate Responsibility 
Board committee.  This focus has ensured top-level governance and oversight to 
integrate sustainability into our business.  We now intend to further demonstrate our 
commitment to embed sustainability even more deeply by making it a regular item of 
the main plc Board agenda, instead of having a separate committee.

This reinforces our desire to do even more in 2015.
David Nish
Chief Executive

http://www.standardlife.com
http://www.carbonsaver.org/
http://www.ftse.com/products/indices/FTSE4Good
http://www.sustainability-indices.com/
http://www.livingwage.org.uk/
https://www.cdp.net/en-US/Pages/HomePage.aspx
http://pledge.resourceefficientscotland.com/
http://www.carbonsaver.org/

